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in her/ that the Master judged her ready for the test he
administered.
This method of consolation receives two developments in
the poems. The former is essentially the agnostic position,
and is the theme of Patacara's.own poem of consolation:
*	So great a mystery was the little life now gone, both as to
its coming and its going, that it never was yours—your
property—to  have   or   to   mourn  over.     The great laws
of the universe are not worked by you.    Be quiet—tuul
fiicje  dich.'    Thus  are many mothers said to have   been
effectually comforted.    Again we may feel sceptical, even
scornful; but are we sure we have gauged the workings
of  all   human   hearts   and   every  touch  to   which   they
will respond"?    Moreover, again, these were mothers ripe
for salvation.
The other development alluded to is peculiarly Indian:
*	No trouble hath overtaken you, save such as hath already
overtaken  you  many  and  many a   time   in   the   infinite
number of your past spans of life.    Why, then, fall ever
back on these helpless tears that never have availed aught ?
Cut at the source whence all these myriad bereavements
have come.'1
Now, apart from their interest as a contribution to the
history of women under Monasticism, the most salient
object-lesson given by East to West in these Psalms is
just this characteristic perspective taken of what we call
c life.' We have heard it said here that life is a moment
between two eternities. But, as a normal attitude of
thought, we wipe out the first eternity, and retain the
moment and the forward view. In the religious language
of the Buddhists—to speak only of this phase of thought—
the word life, jivita, hardly occurs. That which we call
life is for them but one wiga, one segment or stage, in
bhara, or being (becoming). Their religious psychology, in
the post-Asokan period, adopted the term bhavanga to
mean just that moment (one out of an infinite number of
moments) between the eternities, considered more especially
1 C/. Ps. xssiii., Ubbiri.

